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ABSTRACT

Innovation (RRI) initiative, which aims at promoting the
communication and involvement of all the stakeholders in
research and innovation at a very early stage to obtain a common
understanding of the impacts and outcomes of their actions to
successfully balance outcomes and options in terms of societal
needs and moral values and use these considerations as functional
requirements for design and development of new technologies [2].
This model will provide the robot users with a type of
comprehensive legal protection that goes beyond the mere
physical safety-related protection given by current technical
standards. At the same time, this will provide roboticists with a
practical tool that will help them identify which regulations they
have to take into consideration into the life-cycle process of the
robot (design, creation, implementation). And, last but not least,
the iteration of the model will help fill the existing regulatory gaps
caused by the fastness of the technological progress preventing, at
the same time, over- or under- regulated scenarios.

Following Sinek’s what-how-why model, this project is about the
creation of a dynamic regulatory instrument that co-evolves with
robot technology development (what), using a robot and a
regulatory impact assessments and evaluation settings (simulation
and living labs) for empirical testing (how), for three reasons
(why): (1) to provide the robot users with a comprehensive
protection (not only focused on technical matters); (2) to provide
roboticists with a practical tool to know what regulations have to
take into consideration into the life-cycle process of the robot; and
(3) to fill the existing regulatory gaps caused by the fastness of the
technological progress and avoid over-/under- regulated scenarios.

1. INTRODUCTION
Great expectations and major concerns accompany the
development and possible uses of robotics in many areas of life
and in many forms, such as drones and care robots. Possible pros
and cons require careful regulatory attention, both as regards to
technological aspects and with respect to societal/ethical appraisal
[1], especially when it comes to the transition from the in silico
and in vitro phases, i.e. design, creation of the robot; to the in vivo
testing and the actual implementation/ of the robot.
The latter is relevant in respect of preserving constitutional rights
and principles such as to/on safety/life, privacy (i.e. data
protection), dignity and autonomy. As currently there is still a lack
of interdisciplinary analysis on and assessment of the impact of
robotics’ technology on citizens/society, there is the need to
develop not only responsible research initiatives [2], but also
regulatory instruments that can co-evolve with the (robot)
technology development, to provide both certainty to specific
types/uses of (robot) technology, and inform new general
(robotic) technology policies respectful to the afore constitutional
principles and rights.

Figure 1. Dynamic Regulatory Model for Robotic
Technologies

2. THE MODEL
A roboticist building a robot that interacts with humans may be
clueless about what regulations apply to it, whether the robot
behavior needs to be regulated by design [3] or whether s/he is in
charge of it. Sometimes, even the law is not prepared to
accommodate new types of technology right away, e.g. driverless
cars [4]. An instrument that could link robot development and
legislation, therefore, could be of help to roboticists – an ROBIA
in Fig. 1 [5], and ultimately to the users that could, as a result,
enjoy safer technology. Some parts of the ROBIA, i.e. mainly the
matching between the robot and the legislation that applies to it,
could be automated as other initiatives have done for consumer
products [6-7].

Seen robotics market exponential growth, this project focuses on
the intertwinement between robotic technology and regulatory
development. It aims at creating a dynamic regulatory instrument
that can co-evolve with the advancement of robotic technology
(see Fig. 1). The idea is to establish a methodology, using a robot
impact assessment (ROBIA) and evaluation settings (simulation
and living labs) for empirical testing, to study the pros and cons of
this technology both at the technical and legal level. The model
incorporates an ex-post Regulatory Impact Assessment (REGIA)
to allow the incorporation of the findings into the legislative
framework. This is consistent with the Responsible Research and

Impact assessments in the legal domain are currently seen merely
as an accountability tool, i.e. a way to show that (in this case) a
roboticist is compliant with the legal framework. This means that
the mere fulfillment of the accountability requirement (through
impact assessment) does not feed back into the legal system per se
and, therefore, the law is not (easily) updated with the new
advancements in technology – it is currently a separate
instrument. A mechanism that could extract relevant knowledge
from these accountability tools and apply it to the regulatory
development – arrow from technology box to regulatory box,
could help building grounded legal frameworks that could, later
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secures stakeholder-involvement in collective legal action toward
effective, efficient and legitimate closure of possible future
regulatory gaps.

on, be applied to new projects. Depending on the nature of the
interests involved, and the context or scale of the development
among other variables, the regulatory choice balancing
opportunities and threats will vary from criminal/civil sanctions to
insurance conditions including others [8].
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After having fed back into the regulation, ex-post legislative
evaluations could help improve the system as long as the
assessment is properly conducted and it has quality [9] – REGIA
in Fig. 1. An example may ease the explanation. Tufts University
is working with robotic therapy with non-neurotypical children
[10]. In 2015, the therapy focused on young children. In 2017, the
therapy will focus on young teenagers and in the future, they have
plans to focus on teenagers and young adults. A legal assessment
was provided in 2015 because it was not clear what framework
should be applied to them [11]. The researchers have the intention
to provide it for 2017. Further research will extract knowledge
from both legal assessments and use it as a framework for
following experiments – with young adults. The novelties, newly
arisen issues, and modifications found in different age subjects
will be included in the framework.
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